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Abstract 
Using tablets and modern technology in schools became almost a necessity now days. We empower 
the students and give them tools that can help them not only to gain new information, but to create, 
elaborate, cooperate and get them ready for the new digital era, that already started. 

This abstract is focused on iPad tablets being used at schools for education purposes. I have visited 
more then 400 schools during my time with Apple and my job was to make sure the iPads are easy to 
use both for teachers and the students. Most of the schools know their way using the hardware itself, 
which app to use and how to handle the class using the devices. Yet the biggest trick starts at the very 
begging. How to enroll them to the school and make them work for us in the class, so we don’t work for 
them. Easy said not so easily applied. 

Proper iPads enrollment in school environment is crucial to their farther usage. There are many ways 
how to handle this issue. In this article we shall focus on MDM. Mobile device management. A tool, that 
brings the teachers easy sleep over technical issues and lack of apps installed on the devices so the 
class can focus on learning, instead of solving technical issues. Instead teaching, most of the time the 
teachers struggle with technology, settings, missing profiles, apps and others. That makes the teaching 
and for students the learning very difficult and it may become very frustrating. Some teachers just give 
up and won’t use the tablets anymore. Such experience create obstacle towards using mobile 
technologies generally and won’t be easily overcome for them in the near future. 

Mobile device management is a tool very often spoken of, but rarely applied in its full capacity. Mostly it 
is also due to its cost. I will share possible scenarios, where MDM cost is zero, but still reliable and 
trustworthy tool for all type of schools.  

This article also explains the final result and major differences when MDM is applied. 

1 INTRODUCTION  
Tablets – iPads in our case are one of the new modern technology tools empowering teachers to 
transform the way of current teaching methods and help the students to engage in the classroom. While 
iPad can be very powerful tool both for teachers and the students when using education applications 
and creating own contents, it may also cause technical issues as any other modern technology and 
become frustrating for teachers if not handled properly.  

The solution to overcome most of the common technical issues is called MDM – Mobile Device 
Management. Currently we see many schools without MDM having trouble maintaining all needed 
applications for the classes, passcodes being entered by students when returning the iPads, missing 
crucial settings for education purposes or finally misuse of the iPads. Teachers are being frustrated 
when technology doesn’t work, as they must act accordingly during the class period and come up with 
backup plan what to do next when technology fails. We see these cases quiet often and in this case the 
teachers are losing their trust not only in iPads, but technology generally. It doesn’t work for them, so 
they will not use it as they are afraid of it anymore. MDM is a crucial piece of technology for schools 
using iPads. Mobile Device Management enables all school iPads to install all applications, maintain 
and enforce profile settings, and provide necessary technical support for teachers remotely instead of 
manual assistance provided by the IT staff. 

Schools equipped with MDM can focus on teaching and learning only. With MDM applied there is no 
stress for teachers if the technology will work properly during their classes or not. Small schools also 
don’t have dedicated IT administrator. For those is MDM also very good solution as the system is very 
easy to operate using any PC or tablet.  
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2 METHODOLOGY 
Apple School Manager [1]: The first and most important step before implementing MDM technology 
into school is a tool from Apple called Apple School Manager. All schools using iPads can register for 
free at https://school.apple.com to enlist as educational entity and gain access from Apple to purchase 
applications and enrolling newly purchased iPads. Instead of purchasing apps from iPad Appstore, you 
will now purchase them directly in the Apple School Manager via tool called VPP – Volume Purchase 
Program.  Any future purchases of all school applications will be handled throughout this Apple website 
and school will receive proper invoice from Apple for each application purchased indicating the school 
name, address and valid taxation. The school will need to have a valid bank or credit card to make the 
application purchases.  

In lot of cases we see schools using same Apple ID signed in every school iPad and purchasing 
applications from iPads App Store. Not only this is illegal and in violation of your contract agreement 
with Apple, but also very unfriendly as it brings many technical difficulties and issues for further use in 
the class. Also, when using Apple School Manager, the school will receive 50% discount on educational 
applications when purchasing 20 and more licenses. To understand the licensing, each iPad in school 
needs one license for application the school intend to purchase. 

Apple School Manager also handles all newly purchased iPad enrolment into the MDM with maximum 
ease without the need of manual setting of each iPad individually. In order to use this utility called DEP 
– Deployment Enrollment Program inside of Apple School Manager, school must purchase the iPads 
from any authorized Apple reseller, Apple Store, or Apple Online. Only then you will be able to use this 
easy to use setup of new iPads without the need of IT staff to set up every new iPad manually.  

If the school already purchased iPads from nonauthorized Apple reseller, those iPads can be still added 
into the new Apple School Manager and MDM. The biggest difference between iPads purchased from 
authorized and nonauthorized reseller is the easy enrollment and setup. While authorized resellers will 
add the iPads to Apple School manager automatically only by giving the school purchase order number, 
nonauthorized resellers iPads have to be added manually. That involves having Mac computer running 
Apple Configuration profile application. Each iPad must be plugged into the Mac via its lightning/USB 
cable and then set up manually in the Apple Configuration profile application. In the setup you are 
performing enrollment process that can take between 3-10 minutes for each device. Once the enrollment 
is completed, you can unplug the device and you will find its detail later on in your Apple School Manager 
and MDM.  

MDM provider[2]: To start with the MDM, you need to choose MDM provider. MDM is a technology and 
it is up to your choosing what provider are you going to use for your school iPads. There are currently 
more than hundred MDM providers worldwide offering this technology. First you need to focus on your 
country law and regulations. If you are within the EU, your MDM provider shall have a proof of GDPR 
compliance. Secondly as a school you shall focus on MDM, that is more suited for school purposes. 
MDM generally is being implemented to all kinds of industries and choosing one which is more suitable 
for companies, may bring you futures at a cost which you will never be able to use. Last you shall 
determine if you want your MDM solution to be on site as a server hardware or in the cloud. We see 
schools that have implemented server solution to be not efficient as it requires skilled IT staff and 
infrastructure at very high level. Generally, we recommend cloud solution, where MDM server is being 
handled by the provider and school pays for licensing for such solution. Finally, when it comes to a price 
the range of providers shortens considerably. Since 2018 we are implementing to our schools MDM 
solution from Mosyle a USA based company compliant with GDPR. Mosyle is designed for schools and 
if you choose not to use their premium services, the MDM itself is free. If you choose to use the premium 
tools of Mosyle, you will pay 5.50 USD per iPad per year. It is currently the best offer on the market 
considering other brands offering 3-5 USD per iPad per month instead of year.  

MDM implementation: Once you set up your MDM it is fairly easy to use it. For the set up itself you 
can do it yourself, the only cost involved is the time of your IT staff. In some cases, the MDM setup may 
be tricky and requires skilled IT technician to get it done properly. You can always have third party to 
have this setup done for you in your country or you can choose iSkolstvi.cz services throughout the 
Europe. The service includes on site installation, setup and MDM walkthrough that takes about 4 hours. 
After the initial MDM setup now comes the time, where you will need your Apple School Manager 
account. With few steps you import your account to MDM so all your applications you have purchased 
are synced with your new MDM and you can finally distribute them to all your iPads. Your account also 
imports all newly purchased iPads and integrates them into your MDM for further setup. 
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MDM management: Your MDM is set up, and from now on you will focus only on managing your iPad 
devises. You can manage all your school iPads from any type of computer or tablet, as the MDM is 
being handled in web browser. One of the first thing to do is to determine which iPads will be used by 
teachers and which will be used by the students. This is crucial to your further iPad management to 
maintain and manage properly the two groups of teachers and students.  

Students will have their iPads to be set by the MDM with some restrictions such as: 

1 Disabling apps to be manually removed from the iPads. 
2 Disabling entering passcode, so they don’t lock the device. 
3 Disabling any account settings so the students don’t apply their own Apple ID in the App Store if 

the iPads are shared among other students. 
4 Disabling wall paper photo change so you may put your own school theme. 
5 Disabling manual deletion and changes to iPads set up. 

These are the most used and generally applied student restrictions, that will maintain all your iPads and 
get them ready to be used for all the classes without worrying of their misuse and misfunction. On the 
other hand, your teachers may be allowed to do upon your decision anything with their iPads. They may 
use also their own private Apple ID to sign in and purchase their own private applications they wish to 
use, as well as they may sign in to iCloud to sync and back up their personal data and photos with their 
other Apple devises. The teachers will benefit from the MDM having school applications installed 
wirelessly, set the Wi-Fi connection or in case they forget their passcode, the administrator can reset it 
wirelessly for them as well.  

Having two basic groups teachers and students it is also very easy to install applications you want to 
have for any of the group. All application purchased via Apple School Manager synced to your MDM 
can be distributed at one single click to a group of your choosing. All this is being done wirelessly without 
the need of having the iPad in hand.  

3 RESULTS 
As a result of implementing MDM to school you will have easy to use iPads without teachers worrying 
about its missing apps, locked devices, or other possible technical difficulties. Students can now focus 
only on the relevant subject in the class and using only iPads and utilities they will need. Your IT 
department will not be handling technical issues anymore and individually being forced to solve technical 
or any misuse of iPad. They can focus now on more important things like empowering teachers on how 
to use the iPads in the class instead on technical issues and repair.  

4 CONCLUSIONS 
We work with more than 400 schools in Czech republic delivering modern technology education. In more 
than 200 schools there is MDM implemented and it is the only way how to bring new technologies like 
iPads into the classroom to be able to focus strictly on teaching and learning without worrying of technical 
issues. We see some schools without MDM and as a result it mostly discourages the teachers from 
using such technologies like iPads.  

The difference in the final outcome between schools using MDM and those that are not is significant. 
Teachers in schools without MDM are mostly frustrated when they use the tablets in the class, as they 
are afraid of the technology possible failure. Teachers in schools using MDM are not focused on 
technology itself, but on the education and creating new courses for their class.  

As we see in our schools the best practice when setting up restrictions for teachers, you shall allow them 
to do anything, perhaps only to avoid wiping clean the device itself. Other than that, it is recommend 
having the teachers to work with the iPad the way they feel like it. Teacher allowed to use school iPad 
also as a personal device with minimum restrictions is most likely to use the technology and feel 
comfortable without being worried of possible issues. We see schools that restrict teachers iPads the 
same way they do to students and as a result the teachers have the iPads only for “work” and don’t feel 
like empowered and happy to use the technologies at all. It also reflects into the use of other school 
technologies. Finding the right path and empowering teachers is the only way to bring them any new 
technology that will ever come.   
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